■ Comunicado de prensa ■

The FGC ski resorts open 100% of the tracks
• La Molina, Vall de Núria, Vallter 2000, Espot and Port Ainé open their entire
ski area after the heavy snowfall that left thicknesses over one meter on the
slopes
• The good conditions of the snow and the constant work of the resort team
are the perfect formula to guarantee an unforgettable experience at the five
FGC Group ski resorts
The intense snowstorms registered in recent days have turned the area around
the FGC Group ski resorts into a white landscape. Thanks to the unbeatable
conditions and the constant work of the technical teams of La Molina, Vall de
Núria, Vallter 2000, Espot and Port Ainé it is possible to open the maximum
number of skiable kilometers that will be very close to 100%.
In addition, the forecast for the coming days is quite good and it is estimated that
the five ski resorts will be open completely during the week, provided that the
meteorology, which is very changing in the high mountains, allows it. In this sense,
the tourist destinations of the FGC Group are presented as the best option to
experience the snow.
Almost 100% open
La Molina, with thicknesses of 50 to 110 cm of powder snow, is open 100%. These
days, visitors can ski or snowboard on the 63 tracks along 68 skiable kilometers.
The ski resorts located in Pallars Sobirà also offer unbeatable conditions to enjoy
the snow. Visitors to Port Ainé can ski on all tracks (27km skiable) with
thicknesses of 90 to 140 cm. Espot can enjoy snow thicknesses of up to 125 cm
and 100% of the available ski area (22 of 22 tracks).
With thicknesses of up to 100 cm, Vall de Núria opens up nine of its 11 tracks,
spread over seven kilometers, and all lifts.
As for the users of Vallter 2000, they will be able to access the 100% of the resort
and taste the 13 tracks and the 18 skiable kilometers.
For more information: www.fgc.cat
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